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Sun Mountain Shines Ever Brighter
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A Bag that Doubles as a Cart and
Stylish Outerwear Highlight 2014

While high-tech gadgets
were the unofficial
theme of this year’s PGA
Show, Sun Mountain
managed to break new
ground in other ways.
Start with its Combo
Cart, a push cart and golf
bag in one. It folds small
for storage in the trunk
and opens easily for
use. If you leave it in the
club storage room it’ll
take up about half of the
space of a separate cart
and bag. When it’s time
to hit the course; simply
swing the front wheel
into place, release the
rear wheels, and set the
handle height. Combo
also offers a built-in seat
including a back pad. It
retails for $469. Next up
is the Three 5 carry bag.
Completely redesigned

for 2014, the Three 5
uses the new, patentpending Auto-Fit Dual
Strap System, which
is easy to get on and
off, easy to adjust and
works well as a single
strap for short carries.
Weighing less than four
pounds, the Three 5 is
designed to be carried.
It’s available in golf
shops now with a retail
price of $189. Finally,
we’ve got to give a shoutout to Sun Mountain’s
always-solid outerwear,
this year led by Cumulus
— Sun Mountain’s most
breathable golf rain
suit to date, offering
the light weight of 2.5
layer technology with
a two-year waterproof
guarantee. Incorporating
2.5 layer technology,
Cumulus has a woven
shell laminated to a
waterproof, breathable
membrane, with a
protective inner layer.
During the golf swing
it slides over clothing
rather than catching and
offering resistance to
the swing. Cumulus is
available now in men’s
full-zip jacket ($129) and
pants ($119).

The Follow-Through Missoula, Mont.-based
Sun Mountain’s wide array of carts, bags and
outerwear has long been among the top-performing
products for active golfers.
More information at www.sunmountain.com
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